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PHASE-BASED INHIBITION OF RADDOPPIAMENTO 
FONOSINTATTICO. A CASE STUDY.

1. Purpose 
 
(1) chunk definition in phonology 
 a. how are phonologically relevant chunks of the linear string defined? 

[A phonologically relevant chunk is a domain of phonological computation.] 
 b. two competitors: 

1. representationally: the units of the Prosodic Hierarchy 
2. procedurally: cycles, today phases 

 c. classically, cycles/phases have no business above the word level. 
==> this has changed with modern phase theory (Chomsky 2000 and following). 

 1. phases define chunks that are larger than the word 
 2. the hitherto standard way to define chunks (Prosodic Hierarchy) was weakened 

by its own proponents by equating prosodic units with phases: so-called 
prosodic islands. 
==> this is suicidal since absolute isomorphism of phases and prosodic units 
makes the latter redundant. 

 d. analysis of Raddoppiamento Fonosintattico (RF) in Ariellese (Eastern Abruzzo): 
an analysis along prosodic constituency and especially so-called prosodic islands is 
redundant and hence unnecessary. 
==> strict isomorphism between phases and phonologically relevant domains. 
==> prosodic constituency is useless and has to go. 

 e. consequences for phase theory when all chunk-defining labour is done by phases: 
PIC à la carte at PF 

 1. trivial cross-linguistic observation: not all syntactically defined boundaries 
leave a phonological trace. 
For example in Ariellese, the boundary between v and the its complement 
blocks RF, while the boundary between C and its complement does not 

 2. whether the boundaries between Spellout domains are visible or invisible to the 
phonology is a parametric choice (Scheer 2009a,b) 

 3. there is a phase skeleton which is defined in the syntax, and chunks that are sent 
to PF may or may not (VP – i.e. the v-Spellout – is, TP – i.e. the C-Spellout – is 
not, in Ariellese) be reflected by a mirror PIC at PF regulating (and blocking, in 
the case of RF) phonological computation. 
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f. hence two sources of variation 
 1. the phase skeleton is the same for the entire language (but parametrically, rather 

than universally defined: Gallego 2010) 
 2. some phases are armed with a PIC effect at PF, others are not. 
 

2. Background: chunk definition 
[Scheer (2011:§99, forth a,b)] 
 
(2) SPE  
 a. only cycles: the Transformational cycle creates chunks below and above the word 

level. 
 b. embryo of prosodic constituents: cat-rat-cheese is readjusted in order to create three 

"sister-adjoined" units (which will later be called Intonational Phrases). 
 
(3) Direct Syntax 

early 80s: Kaisse (1983, 1985) and Odden (1987, 1990) 
late 70s: Rotenberg (1978), Clements (1978), Pyle (1972), Hyman (1978:459),
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1977), Scheer (2011:§131) provides an overview) 

 a. representational means eliminated altogether: chunks are defined by direct 
reference to morpho-syntactic structure (trees) and node labels. 

 b. no distinct modules, no domain specificity (specific vocabulary) hence no 
translation 
==> harsh violation of modularity 

 
(4) 80s: peaceful coexistence that is rarely challenged 
 a. cycles inherited by SPE and promoted by Lexical Phonology 

==> LP: but only below the word level 
 b. new prosodic constituents 

[Selkirk 1981 [1978], 1984, Nespor & Vogel 1986] 
==> but only at and above the word level, not really below. 

 ==> logical conclusion by Hayes (1989 [1984]): the demarcation line is the word, 
chunks below are defined by cycles, chunks above are defined by the Prosodic 
Hierarchy. 

 
(5) conflict: some early voices 

direction: colonization of small chunks by Prosodic Phonology 
location: below the word level 

 a. competing / coexisting analyses of the same phenomenon 
u*[m]-predictable vs. im-possible 
- Lexical Phonology: /un-/ = level 2, /in-/ = level 1 affix 
- Rubach & Booij (1984): /un-/ = PrW of its own, /in-/ = same PrW as the root 

 b. elimination of cycles: prosodic domains below the word level 
Selkirk (1984:412ff), Inkelas (1990) 
Occam-based argument:  
- there cannot be two distinct means for defining chunks 
- prosodic constituency can be extended below the word 
- cycles cannot be extended above the word: postlexical phonology is non-cyclic 
==> cycles have to go 
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(6) modern phase theory has changed the landscape quite radically 
==> phases are cycles ABOVE the word level 

 a. prosodic islands 
reaction of the established Prosodic Hierarchy: prosodic islands 
Prosodic islands are isomorphic with phases: FIRST a phase defines the chunk, 
THEN this chunk is translated into phonological representations in the form of a 
unit of the Prosodic Hierarchy. 
==> abandon of THE fundamental claim of Prosodic Phonology: non-
isomorphism. 
 
Dobashi (2003), Piggott & Newell (2006), Kratzer & Selkirk (2007), Ishihara
(2007) and Kahnemuyipour (2009), Elordieta (2008:274ff) offers an informed 
survey. 

 b. this is dangerous: another round of Direct Syntax is lurking 
if prosodic and phase structure are exactly identical and isomorphic, Occam 
commands to get rid of one of them. Since phases are independently needed in 
syntax, prosodic constituency has to go. 
This argument is typically made by protagonists of DM: 
Pak (2008:42ff), Samuels (2009:284ff), also Seidl (2001). 
 
Hence we are back to the conflict of the 80s, but with the reverse direction: 
colonization of big chunks by cycles (phases). 

 c. reaction of orthodox Prosodic Phonology against isomorphism 
==> prosodic constituents ≠ phases 

 1. "Prosodic domains do not match spell-out domains" 
Cheng & Downing (2007, 2009, 2011a,b), Downing (2010). 

 2. But here as well phases enter the picture (which was not the case before): 
alignment constraints take phases as an argument: ALIGN-L(PHASE, INTP)
"align the left edge of a phase with the left edge of an Intonational Phrase"
(Cheng & Downing 2007, 2009).  

 3. Phase theory thus impacts chunk definition, albeit only indirectly: the 
independence of prosodic constituency through its genesis via ALIGN-based 
mapping is preserved. 

 

3. Phase theory and PIC à la carte 
 
(7) how "strong" is phase theory, how "strong" ought it to be? 
 a. the strongest possible version of phase theory is when 

- phases are isomorphic at PF and LF (no independent LF-PF spell-out) 
- phases are always armed with a PIC, always leave traces 

 b. Chomsky argues for strictly concomitant PF and LF phases: 
"Assume that all three components are cyclic. […] In the worst case, the three cycles are 
independent; the best case is that there is a single cycle only. Assume that to be true. Then 
Φ [the phonological component] and Σ [the semantic component] apply to units 
constructed by NS [narrow syntax], and the three components of the derivation of <PHON, 
SEM> proceed cyclically in parallel. L [language] contains operations that transfer each 
unit to Φ and Σ. In the best case, these apply at the same stage of the cycle. […] In this 
conception there is no LF: rather, the computation maps LA [lexical array] to <PHON, 
SEM> piece-by-piece cyclically." Chomsky (2004:107) 
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c. giving in to empirical pressure, independent PF and LF spell-out has been argued 
for: 
Marušič (2005), Marušič & Žaucer (2006), Felser (2004), Matushansky (2005), den 
Dikken (2007), Megerdoomian (2003) and Caha & Scheer (2008). 

d. relationship between syntactic phases and phonological effects thereorf 
==> bumpy, if any: syntactic phases REGULARY and TRIVIALLY do not leave
any phonological trace. 
Scheer (2009a,b, forth a) 

 1. phasehood 
on the syntactic side: atomisation 
Chomsky's (2000) original take on phasehood identifies CP and vP, maybe DP
(Chomsky 2005:17f), as phase heads. Since then there is a constant trend to 
grant phasehood to smaller and smaller chunks (den Dikken 2007:33 provides 
an overview, also Scheer 2011:§773) 

 2. minimal inventory: CP, vP 
CP: fairly good match, there are utterance-initial effects in phonology 
vP: no phonological trace 
word: THE barrier for phonological processes, but unknown in syntax 

 e. PIC à la carte: free rides 
 1. phonological effects are not provoked by the existence of a phase, but by a PIC 

condition on that phase. 
 2. hence, absence of a phonological effect = absence of the PIC at PF 

==> but there may be a phase, i.e. spell-out 
 3. - the phase skeleton is identical for a given language 

- some phases are armed with a PIC at PF 
- other phases are not: there is spell-out, but no effect 
==> free rides 

4. Ariellese RF: 
vP leaves a phonological trace, CP does not 
 
(8) stress plays no role (unlike in Tuscan): 

final tonic vowels of preceding words are no RF triggers 
 a. la   città novə

the city  new 
‘the new city’ 
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b. there are only (so-called) lexical triggers 
 1. RF is observed after a lexically defined set of words. Membership in this set is 

arbitrary and varies from system to system in unpredictable ways: typically 
monosyllabic function words are concerned. 

 2. historically, the origin may be the loss of Latin word-final consonants, which 
triggered the gemination of initial consonant of the following word: 
lat. dat panem > dap pane(m) 
But today the set of words that have lost a Latin word-final consonant and the 
set of words that trigger RF are NOT coextensive: if anything, there was 
analogy: 
- words that were C-final in Latin but do not trigger RF. 
[probably there are also words that were not C-final in Latin but do trigger RF] 
The detail does not matter here (see Vincent 1988, Loporcaro 1997a,b): 
==> the only important fact is that synchronically the RF trigger is 
LEXICAL.

3. Loporcaro (1997a,b) and Passino (forth, Ms) provide an overview of Italian 
dialects regarding the variability of the lexical set of RF triggers. 
Hastings (2001) offers a list of lexical triggers for Tollo (11 km from Arielli). 

 4. some examples for Ariellese:  
gne 'like', 'with' 
pi 'for' 
gna 'how' 
nghi 'with' 
a 'at' 
llà 'there' (minimal pair with la 'det.' which does not trigger RF) 
qua 'here' 
(a)ccuscì 'so' 
si 'if' 
ni 'neg' 

 
(9) analysis of lexical triggers 
 a. we follow the classical analysis (Chierchia 1986, Loporcaro 1988, 1997a,b): 

lexical triggers are lexically endowed with extra syllabic space at their right edge, 
on which the initial consonant of the following word geminates. 
NB.: we use minimal syllabic vocabulary, i.e. only x-slots, in order to keep the analysis as theory-
neutral as possible: nothing hinges on particular syllabic representations. 

 b RF trigger   RF triggered on the following #C      
 x x x x x x x x x x x

| | | | | | | |
≠ e ≠ e k u l u

gne 
"with" 

 gne kkullù 
"with him" 

 

c no RF trigger   RF triggered on the following #C      
 x x x x x x x x x

| | | | | | | |
l a l a tʃ i t a

la 
"DET fem" 

 la città 
"the city" 
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(10) in some dialects, syntactic conditions further restrict the application of RF 
Ariellese is among those 

 a. two filters: 
1. lexical: you need to be lexically equipped with the RF trigger 
2. syntactic: you need to occur in the right syntactic (structural) configuration 

 b. ==> 
 1. being a lexical RF trigger is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for RF to 

go into effect. 
 2. The sufficient condition is decided online, i.e. structural. 
 c. syntactic conditioning of RF is understudied in recent times: analyses concentrate 

on 
1. conditioning by stress (Tuscan, Chierchia 1986) 
2. the exact definition and diachronic development of the lexical set of RF triggers 

 d. classical syntactic analysis: Nespor & Vogel (1986) 
 1. syntactic phrase isomorphic with prosodic phrase? No 
 2. syntactic status determining the prosodic phrase (complements vs. adjuncts etc).

BUT 
this analysis was proven empirically wrong by Loporcaro (1997a,b). 

 
(11) syntactic conditions I 

active vs. passive 
 a. the same lexical item 

- triggers RF in passive constructions 
- does not trigger RF in active constructions 
Biberauer & D'Alessandro (2006) 

 b. minimal pairs for so "BE 1sg": 
 ACTIVE: RF no UNACC: RF no  PASSIVE: RF yes 

1. so  vistə
am seen 
ACT: ‘I have seen’ 

so  vvistə
am seen 
PASS: ‘I am seen’ 

2. so   cunzideratə
am  considered 
'I have considered' 

see below vs. so   ccunzideratə
am  considered 
'I am considered' 

(12) background 
transitive active v is armed with a PIC at PF 
Ariellese has a Voice head within the vP layer (D'Alessandro & Ledgeway 2010, 
D'Alessandro 2011): 

 a. v encodes voice 
see Collins (2005) and Roberts (2010) 

 b. transitive active v (which is layered) is a phase head in Abruzzese 
1. see D'Alessandro & Roberts (2008, 2010) on auxiliary selection and participial 

agreement. 
 2. see D'Alessandro & Ledgeway (2010) on auxiliaries in Abruzzese. 
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(13) analysis (to be revised below) 
 a. ACTIVE: 
 1. so sits in T and viste in V; 
 2. v is transitive active, hence a phase head (v*). It triggers spell-out of its 

complement; 
3. so and viste are thus separated by a PIC-armed phase head in syntax AND at PF

b. PASSIVE: 
 1. v is not a phase head (passive v is defective, see Chomsky 2005, 2008) 
 2. hence so in T and the past participle in V are NOT separated by a PIC-armed 

phase head. 
Biberauer & D'Alessandro (2006) 

 c. trees 
at PF, angled brackets indicate spell-out domains (that are armed with a PIC) 

 1. so vistə
'I have seen' 
 
[TP so [v*P v* [VP vistə ]]] --Spellout-->  {PF} [...so] [vistə]

2. so vvistə
'I am seen' 
 
[TP so [vP v [VP vistə ]]] --Spellout--> {PF} [...so vistə]

(14) syntactic conditions II 
unaccusatives go with actives: no RF 

 a. v in unaccusatives is defective (Chomsky 2005), hence it is not a phase head. 
 b. RF should therefore occur with unaccusatives, but does not: 
 so  crisciutə

am grown 
'I have grown' 

 c. contrast between  
 1. the verbal participle (unaccusative structure) and 
 2. the adjectival participle (predicative structure, i.e. small clause (Moro 2000). 

No phase heads involved. 
 UNACC: verbal participle 

unaccusative structure 
PASSive-like predicative structure 
small clause 

 (mə) so mortə
'I have died' 
 
so natə
'I was born' 
 

so mmortə
'I am dead' 
 
so nnatə
'I am alive' (I am in the state of having been born') 
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d. unaccusative: 
[TP so [vP v [VP nate]] –Spellout --> {PF} [so nate]
==> RF should but does not occur 

small clause  
(Stowell 1981, Manzini 1983, Moro 2000) 
[TP so [SC pro1sg nate]] –Spellout --> {PF} [so nate]

(15) revised analysis 
 a. what really matters is VOICE, rather than transitivity 
 transitivity act voice RF  
 ACT + + +

UNACC – + +
PASS – – –  

 b revised analysis: 
ACTIVE v is a phase head (vp): 

[TP so [v*P v* [VP vistə ]]] --Spellout--> {PF} [...so] [vistə]

[TP so [vP v [VP nate]] –Spellout --> {PF} [so] [natə]

(16) there is only ONE lexical item so 
- no allomorphy 
- no "active so" vs. "passive so" 

 a. a number of arguments are made in Biberauer & D'Alessandro (2006) 
 b. ACT so does trigger RF when in the appropriate syntactic context: 
 1.

Te   so  vistə
you am seen 
‘I saw you’ 

2. 
So  tte   vistə
am you seen 
‘I saw you’1

c. analysis 
 1. under b1:  

as before, so is in T, and vistə in the vP. RF blocked because of the vP-PIC 
 2. under b2: 

te has cliticized to T, or anyway moved to a position higher than v
Belletti (1999), Kayne (2000), Manzini & Savoia (2005, 2007) 
==> no phase boundary between so and te, hence so triggers RF. 

 
1 This enclitic form is used in a nearby town (Ortona, CH) which shows the same act-pass alternation; it is rarely found in 

Arielli. 
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d. trees 
 1. tə so vistə

'I saw you' 
 
[TP tə-so [v*P v* [VP vistə tə ]]] -- Spell-out--> {PF} [tə-so] [vistə]

2. so-ttə vistə
'I saw you' 
 
[TP so-tə [v*P v* [VP vistə tə ]]] -- Spell-out--> {PF} [so tə] [vistə]

(17) C does not block RF 
 a. chə vvu?

what you-want 
'what do you want'? 

 b. C is a phase head (C*) in syntax 
Chomsky (2000) and following: if anything, then CP and vP are phases. 

 c. but it is not armed with a PIC at PF (in Ariellese) 
 
[CP chə C* [TP vu [vP v* [VP vu chə]]]] – Spell-out  
--> {PF, but no PIC} [chə vu] --> chə vvu 

d. PIC à la carte 
==> case where a spell-out domain that is defined in syntax does not leave any 
trace in phonology, i.e. is not armed with a PIC. 
This is a free ride. 

 
(18) summary so far 
 a. both the complements of CP and vP are spell-out domains, i.e. C and transitive 

active v are phase heads. 
 b. vP, but not CP, is armed with a PIC at PF. 
 

5. What seems to be syntactic blocking is in fact purely phonological: vowel 
reduction of [i]  
 
(19) cases where the spell-out of CP seems to block RF 
 a. chi   ve? 

who comes 
'who comes?' 

 b. to see what this is all about, we need to first talk about another case where it looks 
like RF is blocked by a syntactic division that does not have phase status. 

 c. please take stock of 
 1. the contrast i vs. ə

[i] in chi 'who'  – RF does not occur 
[ə] in chə 'what'  – RF occurs 

 2. it is the vowel [i] that is concerned, rather than other vowels, say a,o,u,e. 
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(20) prepositions 
prepositions should trigger RF and regularly do 

 a. prepositions are not usually assumed to be phase heads 
[but see Gallego 2010 for a different point of view] 

 b. in case they are lexical RF triggers, they should therefore always trigger RF. 
 c. RF triggers: 
 pi "for" pi   Ppariggə

"for Paris" 
 gne 'like'-'with' 

pi  'for' 
gna  'how' 
nghi  'with' 
a 'at' 

 
(21) but sometimes RF is absent with prepositional RF triggers  
 a. pi   li        cas�

for the-pl house-pl 
'for the houses' 

 b. gne   li        fratillə
with the-pl  brother-pl 
'witht the brothers' 

 c. a li         pajisə
at the-pl village-pl 
'at the villages' 

 
(22) vowel reduction of i (to schwa) in Ariellese 

[previously unobserved] 
 a. the DET li appears in two shapes: 

- full:   l[i] after RF triggers 
- reduced:  l[ə] after non-triggers 

 b. illustration 
 1. after an RF trigger 

pi   li        cas�
for the-pl houses-pl 

 2. after a non-trigger 
picché 'because' is not an RF trigger: 
picché   no 
because no 
 
picché   l[ə] casə
because the-pl houses 
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(23) [i] is a long vowel 
 a. we know what makes the difference between RF-triggers and non-triggers: the 

lexical presence vs. absence of extra syllabic material (an x-slot). 
 b. logical conclusions: 

1. the full, non-reduced version of li must be the consequence of this extra x-slot. 
2. full [i] represents two x-slots: its own plus the RF-trigger 
3. reduced [ə] represents one single x-slot. 
==> the surface contrast [i] vs. [ə] is in fact a contrast in vowel LENGTH. 

 
(24) virtual length 
 a. a phonological contrast in length, i.e. long vs. short vowels or simplex vs. geminate 

consonants, must somehow reach the surface, but the phonetic means that is used is 
irrelevant and varies across languages: it may be actual length, or any other 
phonetic marker. 
Lowenstamm (1991), Larsen (1998), Ségéral & Scheer (2001) 

 b. vocalic length has been observed to be signalled by 
 1. ATRness 

French: Rizzolo (2002) 
 2. full vs. reduced vowel quality 

Semitic: Lowenstamm (1991), Kabyle Berber: Bendjaballah (2001), Ben Si 
Saïd (2010) 

 3. stress 
Apulian dialect of Italian: Bucci (2012) 

 c. consonantal length has been observed to be signalled by 
 1. length of the preceding vowel 

German: Caratini (2009); Cologne dialect of German: Ségéral & Scheer (2001),
English: Hammond (2007), Polgárdi (Ms) 

 2. preceding vowel-zero alternation 
Somali: Barillot (2002), Barillot & Ségéral (2005) 

 3. aspiration 
English: Ségéral & Scheer (2008) 

 4. preaspiration 
Icelandic, Andalusian dialects of Spanish: Curculescu (2011) 

 
(25) analysis 
 a. it is not the case that there is no RF in  

pi   li        cas�
for the-pl houses-pl 

 b. there is RF, but rather than on the following consonant, we see it on the following 
vowel (which is unreduced, i.e. phonologically long) 

 c. definition of RF: 
RF occurs iff the extra x-slot of RF-triggers is used by the phonology, i.e. iff some 
melodic material is attached to it. This may be 
1. the following consonant: consonantal RF 
2. the following vowel: vocalic RF 
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d. illustration 
 DET li, lexical 

form: 
floating melodic 
items 

after an RF trigger: two 
x-slots avaibale for the 
vowel 

 after a non-trigger: only 
one x-slot available for 
the vowel 

 

x x x x x x x x x x x
| | … |

l i p i l i picch é l i

(26) we now return to the complementizers: chi 'who' (-RF) vs. chə 'what' (+RF): 
analysis 

 a. both items are melodically and syllabically identical: /ki/ with three x-slots 
 b. the lexical difference is in association: 

chi: the /i/ is long and hence lexically associated to two x-slots 
chə: the /i/ is floating 

 c. lexical representations 
 chi 'who'    chə 'what'  

x x x x x x
| |
k i k i

d. representations in context 
 chi ve 'who comes?' chə vvu 'what do you want?'  

x x x x x x x x x x
| | | | | |
k i v e k i v u

[i]       [ə]

(27) why only i ? 
 a. only i reduces to schwa - why? 
 b. the feminine and masculine definite articles la and lu do not react to the presence of 

a non-RF trigger to its left: the vowel remains unreduced. 
 1. with an RF-trigger 

pi   la  Majellə
for the Maiella (exclamation) 
 
a la   casə
at the house 

 2. picché la   surellə ?
why     the sister ? 
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6. Conclusion 
 
(28) Prosodic Structure is redundant 
 a. at least for the Ariellese data, there is no need for any prosodic structure: phases do 

all the job. 
 b. prosodic islands: saying that every phase creates a prosodic unit is fully 

superfluous: the same job would be done twice, once by the PIC and another time 
by prosodic structure. 

 c. of the two competitors phase vs. prosodic structure, the former wins since phases 
are needed in syntax anyway for reasons that have got nothing to do with 
phonology. By contrast, nobody needs prosodic structure for the analysis of any 
syntactic phenomenon. 
==> Occam commands that prosodic structure has to go. 

 d. THE question is whether there are cases where phase structure and prosodic 
structure are NOT isomorphic, i.e. where we need a prosodic unit, but are sure for 
independent reasons that this cannot be a phase boundary. 
This is precisely what Cheng & Downing (2011a,b) claim. 

 e. the challenge 
 1. for defenders of prosodic structure 

is to show that there are phonologically relevant chunks (prosodic units) that 
could not be isomorphic with a phase under any circumstances. 

 2. for hangmen of prosodic structure  
is to show that phonologically relevant chunks can ALWAYS be analyzed as a 
spell-out domain. This depends crucially on the evolution of phase theory and 
phasehood, which is a field of steady movement. The trend is clearly towards 
atomisation of phasehood, i.e. making phases more elastic (also in a cross-
linguistic, i.e. parametric perspective). 
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